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'When people ask me what I do for a crust and I tell them that I'm a novelist, they immediately

assume that my life is a non-stop carousel of limos, television appearances hair-dos, devoted fans,

stalkers and all the glitzy paraphernalia of being a public figure. It's time to set the record straight. I

write alone, in a darkened bedroom, wearing my PJs, eating bananas, my laptop on a pillow in front

of me ...' Her novels are read and adored by millions around the world - now read Marian Keyes's

collected pieces: regular bulletins from the woman under the duvet.
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Some people take to their beds to escape from their lives; Marian Keyes takes to her bed in order to

reflect on her life. She really does spend her days "under the duvet," comfortably propped up on

pillows and typing away on her Sony Vaio laptop. Meanwhile, her husband of nearly a decade, Tony

Baines, keeps the home and business fires burning from a more traditional workplace downstairs,

communicating with his wife via a dedicated telephone line.Such a setup has not only allowed

Keyes to give full rein to her writing talents; it's given her a pretty great title gimmick, because when

you come right down to it, so many things do take place under the duvet (or over, or around, but I



digress). Most of the 47 short pieces in this book were written for the Irish Tatler and other

magazines and newspapers, which has had some reviewers noting that "Keyes is also a journalist."

She modestly points out that this is true insofar as she has produced these works of journalism ---

but that she did so after becoming a novelist, when editors began to seek her out for

pieces.However, her modesty is misplaced because those who sought her out were clearly doing so

in order to get Keyes's singular take on life, love and the pursuit of more hours for shopping. Smart

editors they are, because Keyes not only has a winning way with words but with people as well. She

comes alive in her essays as the spark plug of her family --- a person who doesn't believe she is the

center of the universe, but around whom the folks naturally gravitate nonetheless.This serves Keyes

particularly well because everything --- a supposedly slimming seaweed wrap, a single kitten-heeled

mule --- is fodder for her delightful gristmill of contemporary manners and mores.
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